Abstract-As we know, feature extraction has an important role in crowd density estimation. In our paper, we introduce a new texture feature called Tamura, which is usually used in image retrieval algorithms. On the other hand, the time consuming is another issue that must be considered, especially for the real-time application of the crowd density estimation. In most methods, multiple features with high dimension such as the gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) are used to construct the input feature vector, which will decrease the performance of the whole method. In order to solve the problem, we use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method, which can obtain the mainly information of the feature using less dimension features. In the end, we use the Support Vector Machine (SVM) for estimating the crowd density. Experiments demonstrate that our method can generate high accuracy at low computational cost compared with other existing methods.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid economic development and increasing people's social activities, the flow density of large malls, supermarkets and places such as subway station is growing more and more serious and brings security risks by the crowd congestion. According to news agency reports: On February 27, 2013, LaoHeKou of Hubei province occurred a stampede caused by crowd of local elementary school, 11 students were injured, 4 students died. Therefore, if we can analyze the events in advance and predict the likelihood of the risk, then timely and effective measures can be took to ease the crow. It can effectively avoid the social security problem that caused by the high crowd density. According to the different feature extraction methods, crowd density estimation techniques can be divided into three categories: 1) estimation based on pixels statistical categories; 2) estimation based on texture analysis technique;3) estimation based on individual characteristics. For the first category, Davies, Chow et al proposed a approach of using foreground-pixels, which is based on the relationship between number of people and crowd density using a linear methods for estimating the density. The Hong Kong Chow et al proposed a neural network method by using a mix of global learning algorithm for the crowd density. The method is mainly based on the extraction of the three characteristics of the crowd: population object edge length, a proportion of object pixels in the image and the background of the object pixels in the image. Paragios [1] proposed a method based on Markov Random Field (MRF) real-time crowd density estimation. The method is divided into two steps: The first step is to distinguish the image's foreground and background by Markov Random Field; The second step is to get the image by changing detection combined with a geometric module to perspective correction, and then estimate the population density of the monitored area. Chow et al. joined the body template matching module and match for human body for the people who are clearer individual characteristics and near camera. The performance of the system has been obviously improved and is applied in the subway system in Hong Kong. In the method of crowd density estimation based on texture analysis technology: it was proposed by Brazilian Marana as early as in 1998. Marana think that images of crowds with different densities tend to present distinct texture patterns. High density crowded areas are often made up of fine patterns (which correspond to high frequencies in the frequency domain), while images of low density crowded areas are mostly made up of coarse patterns (which corresponds to low frequencies in the frequency domain), especially when their backgrounds are also made up of coarse patterns. H. Rahmalan [2] take the crowd image as texture image, and extract gray level cooccurrence matrix and the min Khodorkovsky fractal dimension, scale invariant orthogonal Chebyshev torque characteristics. Finally, crowd density is classified by using self-organizing mapping learning and classification algorithms. Wu [3] segments image into different sizes by adopting the method of projection transformation in accordance with the different distances from the camera. Then extract texture feature vectors from each input image grid and use support vector machine (SVM) method to get the population density in each grid. Finally, the support vector machine (SVM) method id used again to detect abnormal density distribution based on the estimated density vector. CHAN [4] groups of pixels and texture feature information, and get the function relation the number of scenarios and the characteristics of the crowd. The Qing WEN et al [5] proposed the mathematical method by the texture characteristics of the crowd and the number of the scene to statistics the number. The method of using the 2-d Gabor filter to extract the crowd global texture characteristics can effectively avoid the overlap between the crowd and perspective distortion. In paper [6] , the authors put forward a new kind of approach which through the accumulation of Mosaic image difference feature to represent these complex random motion models for accurate detection. Then, through the perspective distortion correction model, the observed field achieved considerable population density measurements obtained on the basis of the foreground image. Chow methods cannot solve the problem of high density crowd to distinguish, but crowd density estimation method based on texture analysis technology can solve it. This method is currently under further development. In crowd density estimation based on individual characteristics, Shcngfim Lin etc. put forward a kind of through the crossing transform to extract the head contour feature to locate each one, to determine the number of a crowded environment. D.B. Yang [7] obtained images of the same scene by multiple sensors from different angles computes scenario 2d projection and used background difference method to detect prospect. Then, prospects are detected from various angles for fusion. Finally, geometric algorithms are used to calculate the projection area of the body contour, and count. Antonio etc. [8] proposed a new feature which is used for people counting and statistical method, which made use of feature points to count the number. They assumed that the number of feature points and the crowd density and the quantity have some corresponding relation. The method achieved ideal effect, and some gesture recognition is studied by using characteristic points at the same time. Conte [9] classified the feature point of prospects for detecting movement in the scene. Then the feature points in each category, the number of parameters such as the distribution of feature points were trained in SVM for ultimately determining the number of pedestrians. Currently, many researchers who are devoting the crowd behavior analysis usually use the PETS data sets [14] . The PETS (Performance Evaluation of Tracking Systems) meeting is AVSS BBS annual meeting on crowd behavior analysis. In recent years, the meeting has been held in the United States, Britain, Australia, Italy and many other countries. The meeting is mainly on crowd behavior analysis, including population statistics, crowd density estimation, individual staff and tracking individuals in the group, special groups and special events detection, etc. The PETS data set includes the background and normal flow for the training data, and the density estimation data, the data used for pedestrian tracking and behavior analysis and event detection. This paper is a new kind of texture feature of crowd density estimation. Tamura feature is a kind of common texture feature in image retrieval. Through the feature extraction and PCA dimension reduction [10] , the obtained feature vector has high correlation with crowd density, which can improve the accuracy of crowd density estimation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the details of our proposed method are elaborated. Section III demonstrates the experiment results. Finally, some concluding remarks are presented in Section IV.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
The flowchart of our proposed method is illustrated in Figure. 1. We can see that, the images are firstly preprocessed, which mainly includes: get gray image, deal with the noise, and extract the interested area. Secondly, the 13 image texture features are extracted in the area of interest by gray level co-occurrence matrix. Then dimension reduction is implemented by principal component analysis (PCA) to get the high correlation of 4-D feature vector. Four Tamura image texture features are extracted by Tamura. Through feature fusion, an 8-dimensional feature vector is got. Finally, classification and prediction are obtained by using the SVM [11] to get the estimation of crowd density. 
A. The Image Preprocessing and Interest Region Extraction
Usually, there are laws in the pedestrian route of movement in the scene, namely, they walk along a certain route. For this experiment, the road that the pedestrians are walking on is the area of interest [12] . After picking up the area of interest, we can remove the influence caused by the background in the image, which can improve the estimated accuracy and efficiency. Figure 2 are the area of interest extracted by graying image and Wiener filter denoising for each set of source images. 
B. GLCM Texture Feature Extraction and Dimension Reduction
In texture feature extraction [13] , Marana used GLCM texture analysis methods. The method calculates GLCM of the crowd image and extracts the texture feature. Then the feature vectors into neural network classification.
Because the different density of the population images corresponds to a different texture pattern, in the high density of population, the texture is a fine and coarse mode in the low-density populations' image.
Texture is alternately repeated by the gray scale distribution on space position change. So there must be some gray relation between two pixels separated by a distance in the image space. This is called the image gray-scale spatial correlation properties [14] . Through the study of spatial gray level correlation to describe texture, this is the thinking foundation of gray level co-occurrence matrix. Gray level co-occurrence matrix is the probability of i point to the gray j point and the distance is When d is selected, it generates gray level cooccurrence matrix. One element of the co-occurrence matrix represents the number of occurrences of combinations of a gray scale. In general, the gray scale of a image is 25.When calculating the texture feature which are from the the gray level co-occurrence matrix, it request the gray scale image is far less than 256. That is mainly because of matrix dimension is larger and the size of the window is smaller. If the texture is very good to describe, window size is larger, and it can greatly increase the amount of calculation. Furthermore, each type of boundary areas of the error rate is bigger when the window size is big. So we need do image histogram specification before calculation of gray level cooccurrence matrix to reduce the image gray scale. General the gray scale of a image is 8 or 16 after image histogram specification.
In this paper, we extract texture features from GLCM. Haralick [15] export some of the statistical parameters that describe the texture characteristics, Then 13 features 
Energy mainly reflects texture thickness. The larger the value, the more coarse texture . The maximum of 1, p (i, j) is only one element in the value of 1, other is 0. The minimum is 1 / L. uniform distribution of p (i, j), image gray difference.
Entropy:
Entropy reflects texture complexity. The greater the entropy value, texture is more complex; The maximum is lb (L 2 ). p (i, j) is evenly distributed. Smaller entropy value, texture, more simple, the minimum is 0, p (i, j) only one element value is 1, the other is 0.
Inverse Difference Moment:
Inverse Difference Moment local image gray balance metric, A maximum of 1, p (i, j) are located in the main diagonal, the local image gray unchanged, A minimum of In order to find feature vector with the crowd density high correlation, we use PCA in the13 feature vector for data dimension reduction, and strong correlations of four dimensional feature vector is obtained. Figures (4-7) are the contribution rate of the 4-dimensional feature vector dimensionality reduction for each group of experimental images respectively; they are accounted for more than 99%. 
C. Tamura Texture Feature Extraction
In the psychological research Based on human visual perception, Tamura et al. [16] proposed the expression of texture feature. Tamura texture characteristics of six components corresponding to the psychology Angle on the texture characteristics of six kinds of properties. They are coarseness contrast directionality line likeness regularity and roughness. When the crowd density is high, coarseness, contrast, direction, roughness of Tamura texture features is smaller. On the other hand, the population density is small, the value of Tamura texture features is high. The data of some experiment images as follows: The experiment images are from a video of the crowd. The crowd flow is from little to much and then gradually reduce after the monitoring scope. So, the density of crowd is small at beginning, and then it becomes high gradually. From table I, we can know that the value of Tamura texture feature become small when the density is high. (there is a little exception when calculate the value of direction for some reasons.)
The formula of Coarseness, contrast, direction, roughness is as follows: Coarseness:
Calculating moving averages, for the window 2k*2k, the moving average are:
Calculate the horizontal and vertical deviation:
a (i, j-2 ) -a (i, j + 2 ) ) (6) To determine the size of the window:
Calculate the average size of the window and get the 
Roughness is the synthesis of the Coarseness and contrast two properties.
D. SVM Classifier Prediction
LIBSVM is a library for Support Vector Machines (SVMs). The LIBSVM is developed and designed by Lin Chih-Jen Taiwan University. It is a simple and easy-touse support vector machines tool for classification (C-SVC, nu-SVC), regression (epsilon-SVR, nu-SVR), and distribution estimation. The package can be obtained on the Internet for free [17] . The goal is to help users to easily apply SVM to their applications. LIBSVM has gained wide popularity in machine learning and many other areas.
In this part, we fused four texture features extracted by Tamura and GLCM. Crowd density leveled by manual calibration. Qualitative description the crowd density monitoring area, it is classified according to crowd density. Crowd density is usually divided into five types. They are very low, low, medium, high, and very high. The scope of each type is related to the service level. Table II shows the Polus about the definition of service level in 1983. Table III shows the relationship between density of classification and the service level (monitoring area is 15 m 2 ). Due to the camera is stationary in this the experimental data. Population flow is from little to much and then gradually reduce after the monitoring scope. According to the number of features in the data sets, this paper will divide into the crowd density four parts: low, low, medium and high, which are labeled 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
All the images used in this paper are derived from PETS2009 benchmark data [18] . Table IV shows that the training set and test set of every experiment group. The total number of images is 790 in our experiment.
The four groups of images were adopted from the same camera in the same scene but at different times and under different lighting conditions. Images are JPG format of the size 768 * 576. Final experiments classification prediction results as shown in Figure (8,9,10,11 ). The experimental groups are shown in table IV and V. The numbers of first group are 200 images. we selected 160 images randomly for training and the remaining 40 to test. The numbers of second group are 130 images and then selected 90 images randomly for training and the remaining 40 to test. The numbers of third group are 220 images and we selected 180 images randomly for training and the remaining 40 to test. The numbers of forth group are 240 images. we selected 200 images randomly for training and the remaining 40 to the test. If we extract the texture feature only with GLCM to estimate the density of crowd, the average accuracy rate is 90%. Table VI is the result compared with the method which just use gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) to extract the texture features. At the same time, the comparison with other methods by the similar way is shown in table VII [19] . From table VII We can know that Marana and Wu extracted the same texture feature but the feature pretreatment are different. Chan used Pixel and texture feature to estimate the crowd density. Our method extracted texture feature by GLCM and Tamura and the feature pretreatment was PCA. Finally, we can see that the accuracy rate of our method is more exact than others. 
IV. CONCULSION
Considering the real-time and accuracy of the estimation the crowd density, extracting feature vector which has high correlation with the crowd density is worth studying. This paper introduces a new image texture feature called Tamura for crowd density estimation. The features GLCM are reduced dimension by PCA method, which can obtain the features with high correlation to the crowd scenes. The experimental results show that the method can improve the classification accuracy of prediction. However, the calculation of support vector machine (SVM) method is large, and how to obtain the optimal parameters which will be further studied in the future. 
